WHAT IS TESTED?
The ROFES device is intended to


Energy pathways (Meridians)
that are disturbed or blocked

components of active biological



Environmental stress

points using three methods to de-



Viral, bacterial and fungal
stress



Food intolerance



Chemical additives intolerance



Food and supplements

measure electrochemical conduc-

MONICOR/
ROFES

tivity and frequency

tect body's functional state.
(up to 2500 functional and 70
psycho-emotional states ).
At the same time, the system calculates the state of imbalance of

The Best Siberian
Biofeedback Device

compatibility check

all reflexology points along 14
main meridians (746 points in

total).
In addition, software creates a
virtual interactive acupuncture

MONICOR/ROFES
For inquiries please call
Ph: 1-949-870-9440
Email: LD@LDHEALTHCARE.COM

model with 746 points.

Thousand Frequency Therapy

If your body and organs are influenced by

The energy patterns of your body may also be altered

unhealthy vibrations, biochemical and

When you are sick, frequencies of the pathogens inside

metabolic misdirection and malfunction will

your body and energetic field can interfere with your

occur, resulting in dysfunction and then

harmoniously. Using Monicor software disharmonious

by a virus, poison, toxin, injury or even emotional injury.

healthy vibrational image. Sick organs do not vibrate

disease. All of this creates stress points

patterns can be diminished. Healthy vibrations can be

along the body meridians. Through

to its natural healthy

Monicor/Rofes technology we identify

amplified for healing therefore restoring your body back

balance and improving
immune system.

Monicor/ROFES

these stress points and balance them in
order to give to an imbalanced organ a

By assisting the immune system to get rid of bacterial,

A comprehensive, effective, non-

chance to regenerate and create optimum

parasitic, fungal and viral stress the Monicor/ROFES

invasive and safe energy therapy that

environment for functioning of the organ

can help the immune system recover to the most

helps the body to rebalance its systems

associated with these stress points. The

optimum functioning state.

for improved health and well-being.

body is designed to heal itself and our

It addresses the body in a truly

therapies can assist in starting the healing

integrative, holistic way.

process.

All materials are made of atoms, whether
it is a type of food, a type of poison, a

Over the past several decades

virus, a bacterium, an animal or a human

research has shown that the

being. Atoms are made of even smaller

electromagnetic profile of harmful

subatomic particles. Subatomic particles

substances can be cancelled out by

themselves behave like energy and

sending corrective frequencies..

radiate energy into their surroundings in

Sending healing resonance patterns to

specific patterns, called waves. It is

strengthen or negate the

possible to analyze the distinct wave

electromagnetic profile of a particular

patterns, or oscillations, of healthy

person is the basis for the Monicor/

functioning body parts as well as the

Rofes therapy, which has been used

oscillations of pathogens such as viruses,

in Russia since the 1990s.

The minimum time needed for the
process of measurement (3-5 minutes)
and much information obtained from
each meridian point through spectrum
characteristics analysis (75 frequencies
from 24 points=1800 frequency
characteritcs) allows to compete with
the Voll method (time of measurement from 30 up to 50 minutes) which is
known for its high clinical reliability of the
results.

poisons and toxins.

Measures 746 points in 3 min
MONICOR TESTING TAKES 3 MINUTES

